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From integrable nets to integrable lattices
Manuel Mañasa)

Departamento de Fı´sica Teo´rica II, Universidad Complutense, E28040 Madrid, Spain

~Received 29 March 2001; accepted for publication 8 January 2002!

Inspired by the results of Jonas, Einsenhart, Demoulin, and Bianchi on the permut-
ability property of classical geometrical transformations of conjugate nets and its
reductions—of pseudo-orthogonal, pseudo-symmetric, and pseudo-Egorov types—
dressing transformations of theN-component KP hierarchy~described within the
Grassmannian! are used to generate quadrilateral lattices and its corresponding
reductions. As a byproduct we get the corresponding discrete dressing transforma-
tions; in particular, we characterize the vectorial fundamental discrete transforma-
tions preserving the symmetric lattice. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1454185#

I. INTRODUCTION

As was noticed in Ref. 1 Jonas and Einsenhart2,3 knew that the iteration of fundamental
transformations2,4 of a conjugate net generate a lattice built up of quadrilaterals. More recently this
idea of interpreting transformed integrable as points on the corresponding integrable lattices was
considered in Refs. 5 and 6. In Ref. 7, following Demoulin8 and Bianchi,9 it was also observed
that the circular lattice could be obtained by the iteration of Ribaucour–Bianchi
transformations.10,9

On the one hand, in Refs. 11 and 12 we gave thet-function formalism of conjugate and
orthogonal nets and found the role of Miwa transformations in the construction of quadrilateral
lattices. We extended further these ideas to the orthogonal net and the circular lattice.13 On the
other hand, we have a Grassmannian theory for conjugate and reduced nets as well as for their
dressing transformations.14,15 The aim of this article is to generate, using these dressing transfor-
mations, the corresponding lattices, expressing the elements of the lattices in terms of the so-called
Cauchy propagator. Thus, this article could be considered as an analytical version—of a geometric
nature—of the folklore ‘‘Darboux transformations discretise continuous integrable system.’’

In this article we study conjugate nets and their reductions of pseudo-orthogonal, pseudo-
symmetric, and pseudo-Egorov types. In this respect we generalize the Grassmannian
description16,17of nets in Euclidean space14,15 to the pseudo-Euclidean case. We take advantage of
this extension to present the characterization of the Baker functions, Cauchy propagator, and
dressing transformations for these more general reductions. Although, the]̄ dressing—as was
discussed in Ref. 15—is not adequate to generate lattices from the reduced nets, we introduce a
limiting case of it, which we call singular dressing transformation, in order to generate the corre-
sponding lattices. As these lattices are generated from reduced nets in pseudo-Euclidean space
they are not of the standard circular or Egorov types. Indeed, we get integrable lattices that extend
these lattices and that we have named as pseudo-circular and pseudo-Egorov lattices.

The contents of the article are as follows. In Sec. II we remind the reader of the Grassmannian
formulation of conjugate nets, their reductions~now in pseudo-Euclidean space!, and the corre-
sponding dressing transformations,]̄ and singular~note that even for the]̄-dressing the construc-
tion given here is more general than that of Ref. 15!. In Sec. III we generate quadrilateral lattices
and give their geometrical elements, including those of the backward lattice,18 in terms of the
Cauchy propagator. Section IV is devoted to the generation, by means of singular dressing, of the
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reduced lattices. We first generate pseudo-circular lattices, then symmetric and finally pseudo-
Egorov lattices. Finally, in Sec. V we recover the dressing transformations of the lattices. The
central idea is that of permutability: dressing transformations of the net permute. Hence, we could
either first generate a lattice and then perform a general dressing, or first perform the general
dressing of the net and then, through particular dressing transformations, generate a dressed lattice.
We prove that the passage from the lattice to the dressed lattice is a discrete fundamental
transformation.19,1,20We also show that for the reduced pseudo-circular case we get the generali-
zation to this pseudo-Euclidean case of the discrete Ribaucour–Bianchi transformation.20–22 We
finally characterize the discrete fundamental transformations for the symmetric lattices of Ref. 18.

We now proceed to briefly review some basic facts regarding geometric nets, lattices, and
their transformations.

A. Geometric nets

1. Conjugate nets

In recent years23,24,11it has been found that the theory of integrable systems is a useful tool to
studygeometric nets x5x(u1 ,...,uN) of conjugate typein RN.25,9 They are characterized by the
Laplace equations

]2x

]ui]uj
5

] ln Hi

]uj

]x

]ui
1

] ln H j

]ui

]x

]uj
, i , j 51,...,N, iÞ j , ~1!

whereHi are the so-calledLamécoefficients. The compatibility conditions for the above equations
can be expressed in terms of therotation coefficientsb i j ,

b j iª5
1

H j

]Hi

]uj
,

as

]b ik

]uk
5b ikbk j , i , j , and k different. ~2!

Each solutionb i j of ~2! determines a family of parallel conjugate netsx given by the solutions
of

]x

]ui
5HiX i .

HereX i stands for therenormalized tangent vectorsof the net defined by

]X i

]uj
5b i j X j , iÞ j . ~3!

2. Reduced nets

Let us consider now conjugate nets in the pseudo-Euclidean spaceRp,q
N with p1q5N. Thus,

we have a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form

^X,X̃&ª(
i 51

N

e iXi X̃i , with e i5H 1, i 51,...,p,

21, i 5p11,...,p1q,

which can be written as
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^X,X̃&5~X1 ,...,XN!I p,qS X̃1

]

X̃N

D ,

with

I p,qªdiag~e1 ,...,eN!.

Among the conjugate curvilinear coordinates systems in pseudo-Euclidean spaceRp,q
N one

finds thepseudo-orthogonalones for which

K ]x

]ui
,

]x

]uj
L 50, iÞ j .

The corresponding normalized tangent vectors

X i5
1

Hi

]x

]ui
, HiªAU K ]x

]ui
,

]x

]ui
L U, i 51,...,N,

where we assume that the Lame´ coefficientsHi , i 51,...,N, do not vanish; i.e., that none of the
vectors]x/]ui have zero norm. The linear system satisfied by these vectors is

]X i

]uj
2b i j X j50, i , j 51,...,N, iÞ j , ~4!

]X i

]ui
1 (

k51,...,N
kÞ i

e iekbkiXk50, i 51,...,N, ~5!

whereHi andb i j are the Lame´ and rotation coefficients.
For the rotation coefficients one has

]b i j

]uk
2b ikbk j50, i , j ,k51,...,N, with i , j ,k different, ~6!

e i

]b i j

]ui
1e j

]b j i

]uj
1 (

k51,...,N
kÞ i , j

ekbkibk j50, i , j 51,...,N, iÞ j . ~7!

For p5N, q50 we recover the Lame´ system which characterize orthogonal nets.26,27,9It that case
the metric ds25( i 51

N Hi
2dui

2 is a flat diagonal metric, while in the pseudo-orthogonal case the flat
metric is ds25( i 51

N e iHi
2dui

2.
A different reduction is the pseudo-symmetric one. Now we request

e ib i j 5e jb j i . ~8!

In this case we are dealing withpotentialconjugate nets; i.e., potentials functions exist such that

e iHi
25

]U

]ui
, e i^X i ,X i&5

]V

]ui
. ~9!

for any symmetric bilinear form̂•, •&.
A particularly important type of pseudo-orthogonal net is thepseudo-Egorov net.27,28 Now,

we have a pseudo-symmetric pseudo-orthogonal net. From~8! and~5! we deduce that the pseudo-
orthonormal frame$X i% i 51

N is ]-invariant
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]Xi50, i 51,...,N,

with ]ª( i 51
M ]/]ui , and using~8!, ~7! and then~6! we conclude that

]b i , j50, i , j 51,...,N, iÞ j . ~10!

In fact, the Lame´ equations~6! and~7! reduce in the Egorov case to~6! and~10!. The]-invariant
Egorov nets28,29 are Egorov nets that further satisfy the]-invariance of the Lame´ coefficients
]Hi50, i 51,...,N. These nets are relevant in relation with Frobenius manifolds and associativity
equations.29,30

3. Transformations of conjugate nets

The fundamental transformationF(x) of a conjugate netx shares withx the same conjugate
congruence; i.e., the lines^x,F(x)& intersectboth nets along the coordinate lines. The fundamental
transformation is given by2–4

Fi~x!5x2V@X,z* #
V@z,H#

V@z,z* #
;

hereV@z,z* # is a solution of

]V

]uk
5zkzk* , k51,...,N,

wherezk are scalar solutions of~3!.

4. Ribaucour transformation

The Ribaucour transformation,10,27,9,4,31is the reduction of the fundamental transformation
which preserves the orthogonal character of the net. Essentially, both orthogonal nets are tangent
to families of hiperspheres inRN, and can be recovered by studying nets in quadrics.31 Given
functionsz i such that

]z i

]uj
5b i j z j , i , j 51,...,N, iÞ j ,

new orthogonal coordinatesR(x) are given by

R~x!5x22
1

Sk51
N zk

2 V~z,H !(
k51

N

zkXk .

B. Geometric lattices

1. Quadrilateral lattices

Among theN-dimensional latticesx:ZN→RN there is a distinguished class for which the
elementary quadrilaterals are planar.32,33,1The planarity condition can be expressed by the follow-
ing linear equation for suitably renormalized tangent vectorsCi(n)PRN,

D jCi5~TjQi j !Cj , i , j 51,...,N, iÞ j , ~11!

being its compatibility conditions, and the following discrete Darboux equations

DkQi j 5~TkQik!Qk j , i , j and k different.

The pointsx of the lattice can be found by means of discrete integration of

2526 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 43, No. 5, May 2002 Manuel Mañas
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D ix5~TiHi !Ci , i 51,...,N,

whereHi are solutions of equations

D iH j5Qi j TiHi , i , j 51,...,N, iÞ j . ~12!

In the above formulas,Ti is the translation operator in the discrete variableni :

Ti f ~n1 ,...,ni ,...,nN!5 f ~n1 ,...,ni11,...,nN!,

andD i5Ti21 is the corresponding partial difference operator.
The discrete vectorial fundamental transformation19,1 is given by

Ĉi5Ci2V~C,z* !V~z,z* !21zi , i 51,...,N,

Ĥ i5Hi2zi* V~z,z* !21V~z,H !, i 51,...,N,

Q̂i j 5Qi j 2^zj* ,V~z,z* !21zi&,

x̂5x2V~C,z* !V~z,z* !21V~z,H !.

These are data for a new quadrilateral latticex̂ as far asziPV, V a linear space, andzi* PV* being
the dual ofV, are solutions of~11! and ~12!, respectively. The linear operatorV(z,z* ):W→V is
defined by the compatible equations:

D iV~z,z* !5zi ^ ~Tizi* !, i 51,...,N. ~13!

2. Reduced lattices

Quadrilateral latticesx:ZN→RN for which each quadrilateral is inscribed in a circle are called
circular or cyclid lattices.34,35,7,36,20It can be shown that for the tangent vectors the constraint

Ci•Ti~Cj !1Cj•Tj~Ci !50, iÞ j ,

is equivalent to the requirement that the lattice is circular. In Ref. 18 the symmetric and Egorov
lattices were introduced—the Egorov lattice was also introduced by Schief. The symmetric lattice
appears when backward and forward data of the lattice are related in a particular way. A circular,
symmetric, and diagonal invariant lattice is called an Egorov lattice. It was proven that Egorov
lattices are characterized by

Ci•Ti~Cj !50, iÞ j .

When the data defining the fundamental transformation fulfills

ziª~V~C,z* !1TiV~C,z* !! tCi , i 51,...,N,

V~z,z* !1V~z,z* ! t22V~C,z* ! tV~C,z* !,

the transformation preserves the circular reduction.20,37,22

Comment:Continuous versions of these discrete vectorial fundamental transformations37 ap-
pear in the continuous limit. The geometrical interpretation of these transformations can be found
in Ref. 1.

2527J. Math. Phys., Vol. 43, No. 5, May 2002 From integrable nets to integrable lattices
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II. GRASSMANNIANS, CAUCHY PROPAGATOR, NETS, REDUCTIONS, AND DRESSING

In this section we review the results of Refs. 14 and 15 and extend them to the pseudo-
Euclidean reductions. We recall for the reader the Grassmannian scheme for conjugate nets as well
as pivotal objects like the Cauchy propagator. We continue with the reductions in pseudo-
Euclidean space and finish studying dressing transformations—of]̄ and singular types—and the
corresponding reductions.

A. Grassmannians

The KP formalism of conjugate nets can be conveniently formulated in terms of the two
families Grg(r ) , and Grg(r )* of infinite-dimensional Grassmannians (g(r )ª$zPC:uzu5r %).14 The
elementsWPGrg(r ) andVPGrg(r )* are subsets of the spaceHg(r ) of Laurent series

(
n52`

`

anzn,

with coefficientsan in the algebraMN(C) of N3N complex matrices, which converge on the
circle g(r ) and such that the projection onHg(r )

1 ,

P1 : (
n52`

`

anzn° (
n50

`

anzn,

is a bijective map. Furthermore,W andV are assumed to be left and right modules, respectively,
for the algebraMN(C).

EachWPGrg(r ) has an associatedW* PGrg(r )* defined as the set of thosevPHg(r ) satisfying

E
g~r !

w~z!v~z! dz50, ;wPW. ~14!

GivenWPGrg(r ) andVPGrg(r )* the action of the KP flows are implemented by the multiplication
operators

W~u!5Wc0
21~z,u!, V~u!5c0~z,u!V,

whereu5(u1 ,u2 ,...,uN) denotesN infinite sequences

ui5~ui ,1 ,ui ,2 ,...!PCN•`,

and

c0~z,u!ªexp„j~z,u!…, j~z,u!ª(
n>1

znS (
i 51

N

ui ,nEi D , ~Ei ! jk5d i j d ik .

B. Cauchy propagator

Given WPGrg(r ) , its associated Baker function is defined as the unique functionc
5c(z,u) such that its restriction tog(r ) is the element ofW which admits a convergent expansion
of the form

c5x~z,u!c0~z,u!, x~z,u!5I N1 (
n>1

an~u!

zn . ~15!

Similarly, the adjoint Baker function associated toW is defined as the unique functionc*
5c* (z,u) such that its restriction tog(r ) is the element ofW* with a convergent expansion

2528 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 43, No. 5, May 2002 Manuel Mañas
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c* 5c0~z,u!21x* ~z,u!, x* ~z,u!5I N1 (
n>1

an* ~u!

zn . ~16!

Finally, the corresponding Cauchy propagator~see Refs. 38, 39, 14, and 36! is a Green function
for the ]̄ operator

]C

] z̄
~z,z8,u!5pd~z2z8!, ~17!

outside the diskD(r )ª$zPC:uzu,r % which satisfies the following boundary conditions:

~1! The restriction ofC to g(r ), as a function ofz, is an element ofW.
~2! As z→`,

C~z,z8,u!5OS 1

zDc0~z,u!.

The relation between the Baker functions and the Cauchy propagator is given by14

C~z,z8,u!5H 2
1

z8
c* ~z8,u!c~z,u1@z8# ! for uzu<uz8u

1

2
c* ~z8,u2@z# !c~z,u! for uz8u<uzu

~18!

@z#ª~@z#1 ,...,@z#N!, @z# iªS 1

z
,...,

1

nzn ,...D ,

and by

]C

]ui
~z,z8,u!5c* ~z8,u!Eic~z,u!. ~19!

C. Conjugate nets

We introduce the row matrix

ei5~0,...,0, 1
↑

i th place

,0,...,0!, i 51,...,N.

The Baker functions satisfy

]c i

]uk
5b ikck ,

]c i*

]uk
5ck* bki , iÞk, ukªuk,1 , ~20!

whereb5b(u) is

bªa152a1* , ~21!

and

c iªeic, c i*ªc* ei
t .

The compatibility of these linear systems implies the Darboux equations
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]b ik

]uk
5b ikbk j , i , j and k different.

Thus,b ik are the rotation coefficients for the family of parallel conjugate nets with tangent vectors
and Lame´ coefficients given by (X i) j5Xi j and the rowsHi5Hli , (l 51,...,N), respectively. Here

X~u!ªE
C
c~z,u!N~z! d2z,

H~u!ªE
C
M~z!c* ~z,u! d2z,

whereN(z) andM(z) are appropriate matrix distributions. The corresponding conjugate netsx
are the rowsxi5xl i , (l 51,...,N) of14

x~u!ªE
C3C

M~z8!C~z,z8!N~z! d2zd2z8. ~22!

D. Reductions

We introduce the following involution in the space of KP parameters:

e~u!5„e~u!1 ,e~u!2 ,...,e~u!N…, e~u! i ,n5~21!n11ui ,n .

The following notation convention is used:

u5~u1 ,...,uN!PCN•`, H ui ,n50, for n even,

ui ,n5ui ,n , for n odd.

We should stress that the following propositions 1, 2 and 3 were originally obtained—in
Euclidean space—in the context of the]̄-formulation of integrable lattices in Refs. 36 and 18.
Here we derived them following the Grassmannian scheme of Refs. 14 and 15.

1. Pseudo-orthogonal reduction

An elementWPGrg(r ) satisfiesthe pseudo-orthogonal reductionif for every vPW* it fol-
lows thatṽ(z)ªzv(2z) tI p,q is an element ofW. For the discrete case andp5N ~see Refs. 18 and
36! similar results are found. In the sense of Ref. 23 this is anF reduction.

Proposition 1: If WPGrg(r ) satisfies the orthogonal reduction, then we have the following.
(1! The Baker function and the adjoint Baker function satisfy

zc* t
„2z,e~u!…I p,q5I p,q]c~z,u!1~b t

„e~u!…I p,q2I p,qb~u!!c~z,u!, ~23!

where]ª( i]/]ui .
(2) The following identity for the Cauchy propagator holds:

z8I p,qC~z,z8,u!2zC t
„2z8,2z,e~u!…I p,q52c t

„2z8,e~u!…I p,qc~z,u!. ~24!

(3) The Baker function satisfies

c t
„2z,e~u!…I p,qc~z,u!5I p,q . ~25!

(4) The Baker function at z50 satisfies
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]c~0,u!5„b~u!2I p,qb t
„e~u!…I p,q)c~0,u!,

c t
„0,e~u!…I p,qc~0,u!5I p,q .

Proof: ~1! As W fulfills the pseudo-orthogonal reduction we can ensure thatzc* t

3„2z,e(u)…I p,qPW. Moreover, its asymptotic expansion atz5` is

zc* t
„2z,e~u!…I p,q5zXI N1b t

„e~u!…
1

z
1OS 1

z2D CI p,qc0~z,u!,

which has the same normalization as

I p,q]c~z,u!1~b t
„e~u!…I p,q2I p,qb~u!!c~z,u!.

~2! The function

f~z,z8,u!ªI p,qC~z,z8,u!2
z

z8
C t

„2z8,2z,e~u!…I p,q ,

as a function ofz, belongs toW and is homomorphic outsideD(r ) up to a singularity atz5z8;
however, this singularity is avoidable and therefore the asymptotic expansion atz5`,

f~z,z8,u!5X2 1

z8
c t
„2z8,e~u!…I p,q1OS 1

zD Cc0~z,u!

can be extended tog(r ). This implies the desired result.
~3! Just takez8→z in ~24!.
~4! Put z50 in ~23! and ~25!.

h

WhenN(z)5Nd(z), with NP0(p,q) a pseudo-orthogonal matrix,N tI p,qN5I p,q , the rows
of x(u) describe a set of parallel pseudo-orthogonal nets. This is a consequence of

Xt~u!I p,qX~u!5N tc t~0,u!I p,qc~0,u!N5N tI p,qN5I p,q ,

as it means that the rows ofX, X i , from a pseudo-orthonormal basis. Moreover, from~23! we get

] ic i~0!52(
kÞ i

eke ibkick~0!

that together with~20! implies for theX i5c i(0)N the system formed by~4! and ~5!.

2. Pseudo-symmetric reduction

We say that an elementWPGrg(r ) satisfiesthe pseudo-symmetric reductionif for every v
PW* , it follows that ṽ(z)ªv(2z) tI p,qPW.

Proposition 2: When WPGrg(r ) fulfills the pseudo-symmetric reduction, then we have the
following.
(1) The Baker function and the adjoint Baker function satisfy

c* t
„2z,e~u!…I p,q5I p,qc~z,u!. ~26!

(2) For the Cauchy propagator one has
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I p,qC~z,z8,u!2C t
„2z8,2z,e~u!…I p,q50. ~27!

Proof: ~1! As W fulfills the pseudo-symmetric we know thatc* t
„2z,e(u)…I p,qPW. The

asymptotic expansion at̀ is

c* t
„2z,e~u!…I p,q5XI N1b t

„e~u!…
1

z
1OS 1

z2D CI p,qc0~z,u!,

which implies the stated result.
~2! The function

f~z,z8,u!ªI p,qC~z,z8,u!2C t
„2z8,2z,e~u!…I p,q

as a function ofz belongs toW and is homomorphic outsideD(r ) up to an avoidable singularity
at z5z8; i.e., the asymptotic expansion at`

f~z,z8,u!5OS 1

zDc0~z,u!

extends tog(r ) and the result follows.
h

From ~26! we deduceb t
„e(u)…I p,q5I p,qb(u); i.e. e ib i j 5e jb j i . Thus, parallel pseudo-

symmetric nets are given by the rows ofx(u) of ~22!. Moreover, the potentials in~9! are

U5S E
C3C

M~z8!C~z,z8!I p,qMt~2z! d2zd2z8D
u

,

V5TrS E
C3C

GN t~2z8!I p,qC~z,z8!N~z! d2zd2z8D ,

with G the symmetric matrix of the bilinear form̂•, •&.

3. Pseudo-Egorov reduction

The pseudo-Egorov reduction is the combination of pseudo-orthogonal and pseudo-symmetric
reductions. Thus, an elementWPGrg(r ) satisfiesthe pseudo-Egorov reductionif

~i! for everywPW, the functionw̃(z)ªzw(z) is also inW, and
~ii ! for everyvPW* , the functionṽ(z)ªv(2z) t is in W.

The pseudo-Egorov reduction implies the following properties for the Baker functions and the
Cauchy propagators.

Proposition 3: If WPGrg(r ) satisfies the pseudo-Egorov reduction, then we have the following.
(1) The Baker function and the adjoint Baker function satisfy

c* t
„2z,e~u!…I p,q5I p,qc~z,u!, ]c~z,u!5zc~z,u!. ~28!

(2) The Cauchy propagator is given by

C~z,z8,u!5
I p,qc t

„2z8,e~u!…I p,qc~z,u!

z2z8
. ~29!
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E. Dressing methods

We review the dressing methods in the Grassmannian as presented in Refs. 14 and 15. We
start with the]̄-dressing and then define the singular dressing. We end describing how these
transformations can be constrained in order to preserve the reductions.

1. ̄-dressing

Let D(r ) andD( r̃ ) be two disks centered at the origin withr , r̃ . Denote byg(r ) andg( r̃ )
their respective boundaries, and byA the annulusD( r̃ )2D(r ).

Given a matrix distributionR5R(z,z8) with support inA3A, it determines a ‘‘dressing
transformation’’

TR :Grg~r !°Grg~ r̃ ! , W°W̃, ~30!

where for everyWPGrg(r ) the correspondingW̃PGrg( r̃ ) is the set of boundary values ong( r̃ ) of
matrix functionsw5w(z) satisfying the]̄-equation

]w

] z̄
~z!5E

A
w~z8!R~z8,z! d2z8, zPA,

and such that the restriction ofw to g(r ) is an element ofW. Observe that forvPW* ,Grg(r )* we
have

]v
] z̄

~z!52E
A
R~z,z8!v~z8! d2z8, zPA.

For separable kernels of the type,

R~z,z8!5p(
k51

m

f k~z!gk~z8! ~31!

with $ f k%k51
m , $gk%k51

m two sets of linearly independentMN(C)-valued distributions, the Cauchy

propagatorsC andC̃ associated withW andW̃, respectively, are related by

C̃~z,z8!5C~z,z8!1m~z8!~12v!21n~z!, ~32!

where we have introduced the following notation:

mk~z!ªE
A
C~z8,z! f k~z8! d2z8, m5~m1 ,...,mm!:A→MN3mN~C!,

nk~z!ªE
A
gk~z8!C~z,z8! d2z8, k51,...,m, n5S n1

]

nm

D :A→MmN3N~C!,

v l kªE
A3A

gl ~z9!C~z8,z9! f k~z8! d2z8d2z9, k,l 51,...,m, v5~v l k!PMmN3mN~C!.

~33!

We also showed the following.14

~1! The dressing transformations for the Baker functionc(z), adjoint Baker functionsc* (z),
and the matrix of rotation coefficientsb are
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c̃~z!5c~z!1w~12v!21n~z!,

c̃* ~z!5c* ~z!1m~z!~12v!21w* ,

b̃5b1w~12v!21w* ,

with

wª~w1 ,...,wm!, wk5E
A
c~z! f k~z! d2z,

w*ªS w1*
]

wn*
D , w l* 5E

A
gl ~z!c* ~z! d2z.

~2! The dressed nets are then given by the corresponding rows of the matrix,

x̃ªx1M~12v!21N, ~34!

where

M5E
C
M~z!m~z! d2z, N5E

C
n~z!N~z! d2z. ~35!

2. Singular dressing

The ]̄-dressing generated by the separable kernel~31! has the following singular form. For
every WPGrg(r ) the correspondingW̃PGrg( r̃ ) , W̃* PGrg( r̃ )

* are the sets of boundary values on
g( r̃ ) of matrix functionsw5w(z), v5v(z), respectively, satisfying

E
A
w~z8! f k~z8! d2z850, E

A
gk~z8!v~z8! d2z850, k51,...,m,

and such that the restriction ofw, v to g(r ) is an element ofW, W* , respectively. Observe that if
in the ]̄-dressing with a separable kernel we scalef k°s fk , gk°sgk and lets→`, we get the
just-introduced singular dressing. This observation justifies the name given to this type of dress-

ing. The Cauchy propagatorsC andC̃ associated withW andW̃, respectively, are related by

C̃~z,z8!5C~z,z8!2m~z8!v21n~z!. ~36!

Hence, all formulas for the nonsingular dressing translates into this singular case by just perform-
ing the replacement (I 2v)21→2v21. In particular,

x̃ªx2Mv21N. ~37!

Comments:

~i! These two dressing methods can be identified with iterated fundamental transformations of
conjugate nets.3,4 In particular, the]̄-dressing constitutes a spectral interpretation of these
transformations.
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~ii ! The dressing transformations presented here are maps from Grg(r )→Grg( r̃ ) . However, both
Grassmannians are obviously isomorphic as a subspaceW̃PGrg( r̃ ) determines a unique
subspaceŴPGrg(r )5$w(zr/ r̃ ):w(z)PW̃%. Hence, with this at hand it is clear that we can
iterate these dressing transformations.

3. Dressing reduced nets

(a) Pseudo-orthogonal reduction:For the ]̄-dressing when the dressing kernel satisfies the
condition

zIp,qR~z,z8!2z8Rt~2z8,2z!I p,q50, ~38!

then its corresponding dressing transformation preserves the pseudo-orthogonal reduction. Ex-
amples of separable kernels of this type are

R~z,z8!52pz8 (
k,l 51

m

f k~z!BklI p,qf l
t~2z8!I p,q , ~39!

with BklPMN(C) andBklI p,q1I p,qBlk
t 50, which corresponds to the following identification

gk~z!52z(
l 51

m

BklI p,qf l
t~2z!I p,q .

This is precisely the choice to take within the singular dressing in order to ensure the pseudo-
orthogonal reduction after the transformation. However, now there is an essential difference: now
the matrixBkl is not constrained in any way.

Now we apply the different relations characterizing the pseudo-orthogonal reduction. First,
from the differential relation~23! between Baker and adjoint Baker functions we deduce that we
can relate the followingtransformation data

wkªE
A
c~z! f k~z! d2z and wk* 52E

A
zIp,qf k

t ~2z!I p,qc* ~z! d2z,

as follows:

wk*
tI p,q5I p,q]wk1~b tI p,q2I p,qb!wk .

With the notation

zk~z!ª2E
A
z8I p,qf k8

t
~2z8!I p,qC~z,z8! d2z8,

Ãklª2E
A3A

z8I p,qf k
t ~2z8!I p,qC~z,z8! f l~z! d2zd2z8,

we can write

mk~z!ªE
A
C~z8,z! f k~z8!d2z8, nk~z!ª2 (

k851

m

Bkk8zk8~z!,

cklª (
k851

m

Bkk8Ãk8 l .
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Then,~24! implies the following relations:

zmt~2z!I p,q1I p,qz~z!5wtI p,qc~z!, ~40!

I p,qÃ1ÃtI p,q5wtI p,qw. ~41!

If we setz50 in ~40!, then

w5c~0!I p,qz t ~0!I p,q , ~42!

so that

wtI p,qw5I p,qz~0!I p,qz t ~0!I p,q , ~43!

and we conclude

ÃI p,q1I p,qÃt5N8I p,qN8t, N85 .. E
C
z~z!N~z! d2z5z~0!N. ~44!

Then, the dressing is

x̃ªx1M~12BÃ!21BN8, B5~Bkl!.

From the above expressions we conclude the elementary singular dressing~corresponding tom
51 and f 15 f Pi with f a scalar function! coincides with the well-known Ribaucour–Bianchi
transformation of orthogonal nets10,9 and both]̄-dressing and singular dressing are generalizations
of it.

(b) Symmetric reduction:When the dressing kernel satisfies the condition

I p,qR~z,z8!2Rt~2z8,2z!I p,q50, ~45!

its corresponding dressing transformation preserves the symmetric reduction. Separable kernels of
this type are

R~z,z8!5p (
k,l 51

m

f k~z!CklI p,qf l
t~2z8!I p,q , ~46!

with CklPMN(C) andCklI p,q2I p,qClk
t 50, which corresponds to the following identification:

gk~z!5(
l 51

m

CklI p,qf l
t~2z!I p,q .

This is the proper choice to perform when dealing with the singular dressing in order to preserve
the symmetric reduction but now the constant matricesCkl are completely free.

As for the pseudo-orthogonal reduction we use the relations characterizing the symmetric
reduction. First, with the differential relation~26! between Baker and adjoint Baker functions we
derive for the followingtransformation data

wkªE
A
c~z! f k~z! d2z and wk* 5E

A
I p,qf k

t ~2z!I p,qc* ~z! d2z,

where

wk*
tI p,q5I p,qwk .
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The notation

zk~z!ªE
A
I p,qf k8

t
~2z8!I p,qC~z,z8! d2z8,

ÃklªE
A3A

I p,qf k
t ~2z8!I p,qC~z,z8! f l~z! d2zd2z8,

allows us to write

mk~z!ªE
A
C~z8,z! f k~z8! d2z8, nk~z!ª (

k851

m

Ckk8zk8~z!,

vklª (
k851

m

Ckk8Ãk8 l .

Thus,~27! gives

I p,qmt~2z!5z~z!I p,q , ~47!

I p,qÃ5ÃtI p,q . ~48!

Finally, the dressing is

x̃ªx1M~12CÃ!21CN8, C5~Ckl!,N85E
C
z~z!N~z! d2z.

Comment:Observe that, apparently, in the singular dressing there is more freedom in the
matricesB,C. However, this is not true in general, for if we assume, for example in the symmetric
case, that the matrixC5(Ckl) is invertible, then in the dressed Cauchy propagator there is no trace
of these matrices; i.e., it is built up only in terms of the functionsf k(z), while in the ]̄-dressing
these constant matrices do not disappear at all. Of course, the situation changes when the matrix
C is not invertible.

III. QUADRILATERAL LATTICES GENERATED BY DRESSING TRANSFORMATIONS

We discuss here how the dressing transformations for conjugate nets generate quadrilateral
lattices. We finish discussing the backward representation18 of the lattice in this context.

A. ̄-dressing and quadrilateral lattices

We shall consider within theN-component KP hierarchy a set ofN ]̄-dressing transformations
with the j th transformation, sayTj , being generated by the following separable kernel:

R~ i !~z,z8!ªpa~ i !~z!Pib
~ i !~z8!,

with a( i ) andb( i ) scalar spectral distributions. The Cauchy propagatorC(z,z8) satisfies

TiC~z,z8!5C~z,z8!1a~ i !~z8!
1

12V i i
~ i i ! b~ i !~z!

with

a~ i !~z!ªE
A
C~z8,z!a~ i !~z8! d2z8ei

t ,
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b~ i !~z!ªei E
A
b~ i !~z8!C~z,z8! d2z8,

V~ i j !
ªE

A3A
b~ i !~z8!C~z,z8!a~ j !~z! d2zd2z8,

or, in terms of the shift operatorD iªTi21,

D iC~z,z8!5a~ i !~z8!
1

12V i i
~ i i ! b~ i !~z!. ~49!

The transformationsTi are fundamental transformations and, following Jonas and
Einsenhart,2,3,1 their composition must generate a quadrilateral lattice. We can show explicit ex-
pressions of the geometrical objects defining the net in terms of the Cauchy propagator. For that
aim we introduce the following definition.

Definition 1:

TjQi jª
V i j

~ i j !

12V j j
~ j j ! , Tihiª

1

12V i i
~ i i ! E

C
M~z!a~ i !~z! d2z, CiªE

C
b~ i !~z!N~z! d2z.

Then, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 4: The following equation holds:

D ix5~Tihi !Ci . ~50!

The vectorsCi are the Comberscure vectors of the fundamental transformationTi . Assuming
that the set of Comberscure vectors$Ci% i 51

N is linearly independent and also thatTi f 50 implies
f 50, we have the following.

Proposition 5: The Comberscure vectorsCi , i 51,...,N, satisfy

D jCi5~TjQi j !Cj , i , j 51,...,N, iÞ j ;

the coefficients Qi j satisfy the discrete Darboux equations

DkQi j 5~TkQik!Qk j , i , j ,k51,...,N, i , j ,k different.

and hj fulfill

D jhi5~Tjhj !Qji , i , j 51,...,N, iÞ j .

Proof: The first assertion follows from

D jCi5eiE
C3A

b~ i !~z8!~D jC~z,z8!!N~z! d2zd2z8

5F E
A

b~ i !~z8!a i
~ j !~z8!

12V j j
~ j j ! d2z8G F E

C
b~ j !~z!N~z! d2zG5~TjQi j !Cj .

The second is the compatibility condition for the just-deduced equation. That is,Dk(D jCi)
5D j (DkCi) so that

@Tk„~D jQi j !2~TjQi j !Qjk…#Ck1@Tj„~DkQik!2~TkQik!Qk j…#Cj50,

and using the linear independence ofCj , Ck and the invertibility ofTj and Tk , we deduce the
discrete Darboux equations. The compatibility of~50!, Dk(D jx)5D j (Dkx), implies
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@Tk~~D jhk!2~Tjhj !Qjk!#Ck1@Tj~~Dkhj !2~Tkhk!Qk j!#Cj50,

and as before we deduce the linear system forh. h

We have just shown that thel th row xl of x has the property that the vectors
$xl ,Tixl ,Tjxl ,TiTjxl% form a planar quadrilateral. To build up the quadrilateral lattice we need to
give a meaning toTi

ni with niPZ: first, for ni51 we identifyTi
15Ti ; second, to constructTi

nix( l )

we just iterateuni u ]̄-dressing transformations with kernelspaj
( i )(z)Pibj

( i )(z8), j 51,...,ni . In each
step we are sure that we are constructing a quadrilateral strip of the lattice. Thus, we deduce the
following.

Theorem 1: The rows of the matrix

x~n1 ,...,nN!ª~T1
n1...TN

nN!x~ t0!, n1 ,...,nNPZ

are parallel quadrilateral lattices with renormalized tangent vectors$Ci% i 51
N , Lamécoefficients of

the lth lattice given by(hi) l and rotation coefficients Qi j .

B. Singular dressing and quadrilateral lattices

Analogous considerations as above lead to the same conclusions; i.e., the generation of quad-
rilateral lattices, as in the]̄-dressing but with the new definitions.

Definition 2: Discrete rotation coefficients and Lame´ coefficients are given by

TjQi jª2
V i j

~ i j !

V j j
~ j j ! , Tihiª2

1

V i i
~ i i ! E

C
M~z!a~ i !~z! d2z, CiªE

C
b~ i !~z!N~z! d2z.

It is particularly relevant, as we shall see, in relation with the pseudo-orthogonal, pseudo-
symmetric, and pseudo-Egorov reductions.

C. Backward representation of the generated quadrilateral lattice

For the]̄-dressing generated quadrilateral lattice we introduce the following.
Definition 3: Discrete backward rotation coefficients and Lame´ coefficients are given by

TiQ̂jiª
V i j

~ i j !

12Qii
~ i i ! , ĥiª2E

C
M~z!a~ i !~z! d2z, Ti Ĉiª2

1

12V i i
~ i i ! E

C
b~ i !~z!N~z! d2z,

and then
Proposition 6: The backward coefficients just introduced are subject to the following rela-

tions:

DkQ̂i j 5~TkQ̂ik!Q̂k j , i , j ,k51,...,N,i , j ,k different,

D j ĥi5ĥj~TjQ̂i j !, i , j 51,...,N,iÞ j , D j Ĉi5Q̂ji Tj Ĉj , i , j 51,...,N,iÞ j .

Proof: First we compute

D j ĥi5E
C3A

M~z8!„D jC~z,z8!…a~ i !~z! d2z8d2zei
t

5F E
C
M~z8!a~ j !~z8!d2z8GF E

A3A

b~ j !~z8!C j i ~z,z8!a~ i !~z!

12V i i
~ i i ! d2zG

5~TjQ̂i j !ĥj .
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Then, the compatibility of this equation,D iD jhk5D jD ihk , gives the discrete Darboux equations
for Q̂i j . We also observe that

D ix5ĥiTi Ĉi

and its compatibility gives the linear system forĈi . h

This is the backward representation of the quadrilateral lattice as explained in Ref. 18. More-
over, the functionsr i introduced there can be identified with

r i5V i i
~ i i !21. ~51!

If instead of the]̄-dressing one uses the singular dressing, one only needs to perform the replace-
ment 12V i i

( i i )→2V i i
( i i ) .

For a further check we can evaluate

Tjr i5r i1E
A3A

b~ i !~z8!~D jC i i ~z,z8!!a~ i !~z! d2zd2z8

5r iF E
A
b~ i !~z8!a i

~ j !~z8! d2z8G 1

r j
F E

A
b i

~ j !~z!a~ i !~z! d2zG
5r i2V i j

~ i j !
1

r j
V j i

~ j i !5r i2~TjQji !r i~TiQi j !,

so that we obtain~2.8! of Ref. 18, from where it is derived thet-function expressionr i

5Tit/t.18

IV. PSEUDO-CIRCULAR, PSEUDO-SYMMETRIC, AND PSEUDO-EGOROV LATTICES
GENERATED BY SINGULAR DRESSING TRANSFORMATIONS

The quadrilateral lattice generated by]̄-dressing does not admit the pseudo-circular or
pseudo-symmetric reductions. This was the main motivation for us to consider the singular dress-
ing which indeed allows for both reductions. Thus, we will use it to generate reduced lattices and
show that they are of the pseudo-circular, symmetric, and pseudo-Egorov types, respectively. For
the standard caseI p,q5I N this was anticipated by Demoulin8 and Bianchi9 and we are following
the path suggested in Ref. 7.

A. Singular dressing and circular lattices

We consider the pseudo-orthogonal reduction and take the singular dressing for generating
quadrilateral lattices with

b~ i !~z!52za~ i !~2z!.

In this way it is ensured that the dressing transformation is a Ribaucour–Bianchi transformation of
the corresponding pseudo-orthogonal net.

From ~24! we deduce

I p,qV~ i j !1V~ j i !tI p,q5f~ i !tI p,qf~ i !5I p,qF E
A
b~ i !~z!C~0,z! d2zG I p,qF E

A
b~ i !~z!C~0,z! d2zG t

I p,q ,

~52!

where

f~ i !5E
A
c~z!a~ i !~z! d2z.
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As we chooseN(z)5Nd(z), NPO(p,q), we have for the Comberscure vectors

Ci5b~ i !~0!N.

Proposition 7: The Comberscure$Ci% i 51
N vectors fulfill

^Ci ,TiCj&1^Cj ,TjCi&50, iÞ j .

Proof: From ~52! it follows that

V i j
~ i j !e j1e iV j i

~ j i !5^Ci ,Cj&. ~53!

As we also have

TjCi5Ci22
V i j

~ i j !

e j^Cj ,Cj&
Cj ,

we conclude

^Ci ,TiCj&1^Cj ,TjCi&52~^Ci ,Cj&2V i j
~ i j !e j2e iV j i

~ j i !!50.

h

Hence, following Ref. 18, forp5N andq50 ~the Euclidean case! thecorresponding quad-
rilateral lattice is circular . Thus, we are dealing with extensions of the circular lattice to pseudo-
Euclidean spaces.

Observe that~53! implies which, in particular implies, for ther i function introduced in~51!,

r i5
1
2^Ci ,Ci&.

As in the construction of the lattice we need to have a well-defined inverser i
21. We require that

^Ci ,Ci&Þ0.

B. Singular dressing and symmetric lattices

For the symmetric reduction the associated quadrilateral lattice is generated taking

b~ i !~z!5a~ i !~2z!,

which ensures that in each step the symmetric reduction is preserved. In this case we have

I p,qV~ i j !5V~ j i !tI p,q .

In particular,

e iV i j
~ i j !5V j i

~ j i !e j ,

which gives, using Definition 2, the relation

e ir jTjQi j 5e jr iTiQji ,

or

e j Q̂i j 5Qi j e i .

After rescaling of the backward coefficients18 Q̂i j →e je j Q̂i j we get asymmetric lattice as intro-
duced in Ref. 18.
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A further check of this fact is the following.
Proposition 8: The discrete rotation coefficients do satisfy

~TiQji !~TjQk j!~TkQik!5~TjQi j !~TiQki!~TkQjk!, i , j and k different.

Proof: Replacing the explicit form of the discrete rotation coefficients given in Definition 2 we
have

~TiQji !~TjQk j!~TkQik!2~TjQi j !~TiQki!~TkQjk!

5S 2
V j i

~ j i !

V i i
~ i i ! D S 2

Vk j
~k j !

V j j
~ j j ! D S 2

V ik
~ ik !

Vkk
~kk!D 2S 2

V i j
~ i j !

V j j
~ j j !D S 2

Vki
~ki !

V i i
~ i i ! D S 2

V jk
~ jk !

Vkk
~kk!D ,

which, using~8!, is easily shown to vanish as desired. h

C. Singular dressing and pseudo-Egorov lattices

We now take the pseudo-Egorov reduction and we generate the quadrilateral lattice with

a~ i !~z!5d~z21!, b~ i !~z!5d~z11!,

which ensures that Egorov reduction is preserved—this corresponds to Miwa transformations of
the CBKP hierarchy. In this case we have

2e jV i j
~ i j !5^Ci ,Cj&. ~54!

Proposition 9: The Comberscure$Ci% i 51
N vectors fulfill

^Ci ,TiCj&50, iÞ j . ~55!

Proof: From

TjCi5Ci22e j

V i j
~ i j !

^Cj ,Cj&

and ~54! we derive

TjCi5Ci2
^Ci ,Cj&

^Cj ,Cj&
Cj .

Hence, the desired statement follows. h

Again, for the casep5N andq50, we conclude thatthe quadrilateral lattice happens to be
of Egorov type ~following Ref. 18 and Schief!. Hence,~55! is our definition ofpseudo-Egorov
lattice.

V. INDUCING DRESSING TRANSFORMATIONS ON LATTICES

Either the]̄-dressing or the singular dressing, of the Cauchy propagator~33!, ~32!, and~36!,
as fundamental transformations—sayF—provide new conjugate netsx̃(t) from known onesx(t).
We also have shown how to generate, using basic dressing transformations, quadrilateral lattices
from them, sayx̃(n,t) and x~n,t!. The important permutability property of these fundamental
transformations gives the following commutative diagram

x~ t! ——→
F

x̃~ t!

Ti↓ Ti↓
x~n,t! ——→

F
x̃~n,t!

.
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Furthermore, the transformationx(n,t)2 x̃(n,t), as we shall see, is a discrete fundamental trans-
formation in the sense of Refs. 1 and 19. To check this point, first recall, either with the]̄-dressing
or with the singular dressing, formulas~34!, ~35!, and ~37!. Then,~49! implies for thetransfor-
mation data,

F i jªE
A
b~ i !~z! f j~z!d2z, TiF j i*ª5 EA

gj~z!
a~ i !~z!

12V i i
~ i i ! d2z, ]̄-dressing,

2E
A
gj~z!

a~ i !~z!

V i i
~ i i ! d2z, singular dressing,

the following:
Proposition 10: The transformation dataF i j , F j i and the potentialsMj , Nj and v i j are

linked by

D jF ik5~TjQi j !F jk , D jFki* 5Qji TjFk j* ,

D iMj5~Tihi !F i j , D iNj5~TiF j i* !Ci , D ivkl5~TiFki* !F i l .

Proof: Although the proof given here is for the]̄-dressing, a similar proof holds for the
singular dressing case.

We first evaluate

D jF ik5eiE
A3A

b~ i !~z8!„D jC~z,z8!…f k~z! d2zd2z8

5F E
A

b~ i !~z8!a i
~ j !~z8!

12V j j
~ j j ! G F E

A
b~ j !~z! f k~z!G5~TjQi j !F jk .

We continue with

D iMj5E
A
M~z!„D iC~z8,z!…f j~z8! d2zd2z8

5F E
A

M~z!

12V i i
~ i i ! d2zGF E

A
b~ i !~z8! f j~z8! d2z8G5~Tihi !F i j ,

and

D iNj5E
A
gj~z8!„D iC~z,z8!…N~z! d2zd2z8

5F E
A

gj~z8!a~ i !~z8!

12V i i
~ i i ! d2zGF E

A
b~ i !~z8!N~z8! d2z8G5~TiF j i* !Ci .

Now, from the compatibility conditionD iD jNk5D jD iNk it follows that

D jFki* 5Qji TjFk j* .

Finally,
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D ivkl5E
A3A

gk~z!„D iC~z,z8!…f l~z8! d2zd2z8

5F E
A

gk~z!a~ i !~z!

12V i i
~ i i ! d2zGF E

A
b~ i !~z8! f l~z8! d2z8G5~TiFki* !F i l .

h

As a corollary we conclude that the induced transformationsare discrete vectorial funda-
mental transformations of the quadrilateral lattice.1,19

A. Pseudo-circular lattices

Given a pseudo-orthogonal net we know how to generate a pseudo-circular lattice and also
how construct new pseudo-orthogonal nets via dressing, which happens to be a generalized
Ribaucour–Bianchi transformation. The permutability of these transformations lead us to conclude
that the generalized Ribaucour–Bianchi transformation generates a transformation preserving the
pseudo-circularity property. In fact, as we shall show here,we are dealing with a generalized
discrete Ribaucour–Bianchi transformation , in the sense of Refs. 20, 37, and 22. For that aim
it is enough to check the following.

Proposition 11: The transformation dataF i j , Comberscure vectorsCj , and the potentialsN j8
and Ã i j are linked by

F i j 5
1
2Ci I p,q~N j81TiN j8! tI p,q ,

Ã lkI p,q1I p,qÃkl
t 5N l8I p,qN k8

t .

Proof: The latter equality is~44!. For the former we first notice that

Ci I p,q~N j81TiN j8! t5b~ i !~0!I p,q„z j~0!1Ti§ j~0!…t

and

b~ i !~0!5FeiE
A

I p,qc t~z!a~ i !~z! d2zG I p,qc~0!, § j
t~0!5I p,qc t~0!E

A
c~z! f j~z! d2zIp,q ,

so that

b~ i !~0!I p,q§ j
t~0!5FeiI p,qE

A
c t~z!a~ i !~z! d2zG I p,qF E

A
c~z! f j~z! d2zG I p,q .

Second, using again~24! we have

F i j 5FeiI p,qE
A
c t~z!a~ i !~z!G I p,qF E

A
c~z! f j~z!G

2eiF E
A3A

~2zIp,qf j
t~2z!I p,q!C~z8,z!a~ i !~z8! d2zd2z8G t

I p,q

5b~ i !~0!I p,q§ j
t~0!I p,q1r i~TiF j i* ! tI p,q ,

where, in this reduced case, we define

TiF j i*ªE
A
~2zIp,qf j

t~2z!I p,q!
a~ i !~z!

V i i
~ i i ! d2z.
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In third place, recalling thatD i§ j
t (0)5b( i )(TiF j i* ) t, we find

1
2b~ i !~0!I p,qD j§ j8~0!5r i~TiF j i* ! t.

Finally, collecting these results we arrive at

F i j 5b~ i !~0!I p,q@z j
t~0!1 1

2„Ti§ j
t~0!2§ j

t~0!…#,

from where we conclude the first relation. h

B. Symmetric lattices

The same arguments as for the pseudo-circular lattice lead us to conclude that we are gener-
ating a discrete fundamental transformation that preserves the symmetric constraint.

In fact, we can derive the following characteristic equations
Proposition 12: The transformation dataF i j , F j i and the potentialsr j andÃ i j are linked by

F i j 5r i~TiF j i* ! t,

Ãkl5Ã lk
t .

Proof: The second equation is just~48!. The first derives from the definition of the transfor-
mation data and~27! h

Indeed, one can show thatthese are the only two requirements to impose to the funda-
mental transformation to preserve the symmetric reduction.
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